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POWERED BY TECH 
FOR MAXIMUM ENGAGEMENT

We combine our interactive app with video conferencing software to bring you the latest in collaborative, virtual  
team building.



Virtual Spy School Cryptic messages, secret codes and covert missions –  all 
features of the exciting Virtual Spy School challenge. 

Tasked with a number of challenges, teams will need to channel 
their inner spy to succeed and reign supreme. Each team armed 
with their own cellphones and laptops for Zoom need to complete 
a range of spy-inspired tasks, challenges and questions, designed 
to hone your spy skills. 

You’ll need to keep tabs on opposing teams during the event and 
work against the clock to complete a range of missions!

UP TO 90 MINS 

Great for: 

Time management Keeping teams connected 

Teamwork under pressure Develop problem-solving



THE 
BRIEFING

We’ll brief you as one large group Then split you into smaller, more  
manageable teams.



Our remote Event Manager will set the scene with  a tense 
virtual  briefing and reporting the murder of  Agent Kelly! 
Teams will  then  need to complete challenges and unlock 
evidence to help solve the crime before they run out of  time. 
Using their own smartphone devices,  participants will 
work their way through a myriad of  questions and 
challenges, once their spy skills are up to scratch, they’ll 
need to use all their new found abilities to work out who 
killed Agent Kelly.. 

They must collect enough evidence to unmask Agent 
Kelly’s killer before they strike again. Teams who  
employ a thoughtful   strategy and manage their time 
carefully  shall prevail. 

The aim of  the game is simple; complete challenges to 
unlock evidence  and catch the Killer, all before you run out 
of  time.

THE AIM OF 
THE GAME



INTERACTIVE 
QUESTIONS

Image Recognition 
Unlock key evidence with the use of Image 

recognition and Augmented Reality

Interactive Map 
Our interactive map has an array of 

interactive hotspots.

Photo & Video Challenges 
Complete a range of spy-inspired 

Photo & Video Challenges



UNCOVER EVIDENCE 
AUGMENTED REALITY



PLAY 
A DEMO

Watch Briefing video

Interested in a short demo of  our Virtual Spy School? We’ve 
created this 10 minute  sample of  the game which has been 
designed for you to play on  your own to get a feel for the 
app and the content. 

Watch the briefing video which will give you the 
instructions on  how to load and play the game! 

Have fun…
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THINGS TO 
CONSIDER

View our I.T. security policy

To make the most out of  your remote teambuilding 
experience,  make sure you have access to the following: 

● A good internet  connection 

● A smartphone with the ‘Mobile Adventures’ 
app  downloaded (Android or iOS) 

● A laptop or device with sound and a camera in order 
to  join a video conference. Our platform of  choice is  
Zoom*  which we set up for you using our account 
details. The  benefits of  Zoom is that is allows us to 
split your group  into smaller teams, each in its own 
breakout room,  allowing teams to collaborate. 
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PRICING
PRODUCT COST

Virtual Spy School
R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 + 
VAT  remote facilitation fee)

The Daily Kick-off R115 + VAT pp

Virtual Team Quiz
R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 + 
VAT  remote facilitation fee)

The Virtual Away Day
R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 + 
VAT  remote facilitation fee)

Virtual Escape
R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 + 
VAT  remote facilitation fee)

Virtual Manor House 
Murder

R115 + VAT pp plus (R3000 + 
VAT  remote facilitation fee)

Pick any three
R300 + VAT pp plus (R6500 + 
VAT  remote facilitation fee)

- Delivery valid for up to 6 months 
- Smartphones and laptops not provided 
- Please note our remote facilitation fee is R3000 + VAT per 

50 people. 
- We are able to deliver events for more than 250 participants 

but we would deliver it in a slightly different format. Please 
contact us for further details.



MORE 
REMOTE ACTIVITIES

The Daily Kick-off 
Motivate and inspire your teams  

to boost morale

The Team Quiz 
The ultimate social activity to  
replace that trip to the pub

The Virtual Away Day  
Build your teams, encourage  
collaboration and teamwork

Virtual Manor House Murder 
Become lead investigators in 
our Murder Mystery challenge



Get in Touch
CASANDRA | CORPORATE SALES 

cassy@tvg.co.za | +27 31 701 2845 

Our Clients 
Click below to see how we’ve worked with a  
diverse range of clients. 

Read More
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